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Fifty Shades of Pink (An LA Lovers Novella) is a f/f erotic romance that features some BDSM

situations. It is not suitable for all readers. 18+ BDSM was never my scene. I&apos;ve always

thought I was too strong to be dominated. Authority and I never did get along. So, when I was

dragged to a special kind of club for my best friend&apos;s bachelorette party the last thing I

expected to do was surrender myself completely.I wasn&apos;t going to participate. Then I was

summoned to the "Pink Room". Her room. As I watched her walk away from me, I realized I had no

choice but to follow. I was already hooked.She demanded I call her Mistress.I demanded she take

off her mask.We were both changed that night.
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I freaking love this book I'm a Lesbian and it's hard to find good erotica in the lesbian genre to relate

to. This book had characters we all can relate to...I can't wait to continue on Cassidy's & Rebecca's

journey of discovering themselves and love TOGETHER....Thank you miss Kelly...



Book reviewTitle: Fifty Shades of PinkAuthor: Jourdyn KellyGenre: Erotica/LGBTRating:

*****Review: The opening of Fifty Shades of Pink was great, I could really tell it was going to be a

wild ride. We meet Cassidy at her best friend Miranda`s bachelorette party which happens to be

held at a BDSM club. Cass has a lot of prejudices when it comes to sex which Miranda tries to

persuade to open her mind a little more to her friend's lifestyle. Cass as a character is androgynous

her appearance and fashion style make her seem more masculine, things change when a married

figure only known as Mistress takes an interest in Cass and invites her to the Pink Room. Mistress`

sensual appearance has Cass reconsidering her stance on BDSM.When Cass does decide to join

Mistress she is entranced and very slowly and passionately Mistress teaches Cass what BDSM and

Dom/sub relationships are really about. The scene itself was extremely well written and far more

enticing than Fifty Shades of Grey. After its over Cass feels drawn to Mistress and despite her initial

apprehension wants to see her and only her again to which Mistress agrees. Cass was very

surprised that she could give up her control so easily. I thought for a moment that Cass was

transgender but it seems she is more of a crossdresser.Cass after he first meeting has a falling out

with Miranda, not over the experience but because the nature of their relationship has changed.

Every day for a week Cass returns to the club but Mistress isn't there. On another night Cass is one

again waiting for Mistress when she received an invitation to the Black room which she actually

considers because she feels a little betrayed by Mistress. Just when all how seems list Mistress

arrives to reach Cass her next lesson although it is clear to see that Mistress and Cass are getting

emotional attached to one another. In this scene Cass trusts Mistress enough to experience things

she has never attempted before meeting Mistress.It was literally heart breaking to watch the parting

between Mistress and Cass, it had me in tears which is very rare for an erotic romance novel. They

part because Mistress feels it is healthier for the both of them. We see Cass two months after

Mistress left, and she accidentally bumps into her on the street. It is her she learns Mistress` name

is Rebecca and she learns about Rebecca's past and why she left Cass. Cass understands that

Rebecca is afraid of being hurt again especially because there is a 16 year age gap between them

but Cass eventually convinces Rebecca to form a relationship they will work on together.The final

section of this novel was sublime we see Rebecca and Cass come together as themselves rather

than as Mistress and sub. I also loved the short ending scene from Rebecca's perspective as it

provides us with a different viewpoint and allows the reader to truly see Rebecca as herself rather

than as Mistress. I would highly recommend Fifty Shades of Pink to all especially those looking for a

slightly different erotic novel or for those looking to break into the genre. I loved it!



This is a book about a woman named Cassidy who finds herself at a BDSM club for her best friend's

bachelorette party. The only problem? Cassidy isn't into kink or at least she doesn't think she is.

That is until she finds out she likes it with the help of a mysterious and gorgeous Mistress and her

pink room.I liked this story. I thought that Cassidy and Mistress were well rounded characters. The

chemistry between the two of them right from the beginning is hot and so is the sex. The only thing I

didn't like about this book was that it wasn't long enough. I felt like the emotions of the characters

happened too fast like after playing only three times suddenly they are both in love with each other. I

feel like the book would have been better if it was longer and the characters had had more time to

let their attraction grow. Other than that it was a good book and i'll be reading the next book in the

series.

Although the premise for this novella was a great concept I found the characters to be a little flat.

The BDSM scenes were great and very well thought out but I really did not find and real honest

chemistry between Cass and Mistress. I think adding a little more substance to the characters would

have gone a long way to making this a better story.

For me, this was the first lesbian erotica book that I've read and I have to say I was not

disappointed. It was really good. The best part for me was the fact that although there was a lot of

sex in this book, it also included feelings and deeper stuff that I like. The characters were great and

it was really refreshing to have strong female characters in these type of book. All in all, it was a

great read and I really recommend it to all* ARC received from the publisher

This is a short but sexy BDSM lesbian exchange that sweeps you up and has you all hot and

steamy. The only downfall is, it's over in the blink of an eye and though Cassidy and Mistress have

some VERY sexy play in 'The Pink Room', for me it was over too soon and had little substance. If

this developed further into a novel this would be quite a read!I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced

Reading Copy of this book.

I really enjoyed this read. I don't know much about the BDSM world or how realistic thongs in this

book are but I like Cassidy and Rebecca's characters. I actually read "Coming Out: LA" before this

one so their story is one I wanted to know more about. And honestly still do...I mean the relationship

between Cass and Rand seems to have so much more to say as well as Rebecca and Cassidy.

Regardless, I enjoyed it.



Fifty Shades Of Pink by Jourdyn Kelly is a erotica and LGBTQIA read.BDSM was never my scene.

I've always thought I was too strong to be dominated. Authority and I never did get along. So, when

I was dragged to a special kind of club for my best friend's bachelorette party the last thing I

expected to do was surrender myself completely.I wasn't going to participate. Then I was

summoned to the "Pink Room". Her room. As I watched her walk away from me, I realized I had no

choice but to follow.I was already hooked.She demanded I call her Mistress.I demanded she take

off her mask.We were both changed that night.This was a really good read with good characters.

This was a just one more page read. Could not put this down. 5*. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced

copy of this book from netgalley.
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